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ABSTRACT

Objective: To discuss the American Academy of Neurology (AAN)’s Top Five Recommendations in
the Choosing Wisely campaign promoting high-value neurologic medicine and physician–patient
communication. The AAN published its Top Five Recommendations in February 2013 in collaboration with the American Board of Internal Medicine Foundation and Consumer Reports.

Methods: A Choosing Wisely Working Group of 10 AAN members was formed to oversee the process and craft the evidence-based recommendations. AAN members were solicited for recommendations, the recommendations were sent out for external review, and the Working Group
members (article authors) used a modified Delphi process to select their Top Five Recommendations.
Results and recommendations: The Working Group submitted 5 neurologic recommendations to the
AAN Practice Committee and Board of Directors; all 5 were approved by both entities in September 2012. Recommendation 1: Don’t perform EEGs for headaches. Recommendation 2: Don’t
perform imaging of the carotid arteries for simple syncope without other neurologic symptoms.
Recommendation 3: Don’t use opioids or butalbital for treatment of migraine, except as a last
resort. Recommendation 4: Don’t prescribe interferon-b or glatiramer acetate to patients with
disability from progressive, nonrelapsing forms of multiple sclerosis. Recommendation 5: Don’t
recommend carotid endarterectomy for asymptomatic carotid stenosis unless the complication
rate is low (,3%). Neurologyâ 2013;81:1004–1011
GLOSSARY
AAN 5 American Academy of Neurology; ABIMF 5 American Board of Internal Medicine Foundation; CEA 5 carotid endarterectomy; GDP 5 gross domestic product; MS 5 multiple sclerosis; PPMS 5 primary progressive multiple sclerosis; RRMS 5
relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis; SPMS 5 secondary progressive multiple sclerosis.

Alzheimer disease, Parkinson disease, stroke, and multiple sclerosis affect approximately 15 million
people and account for more than $290 billion in health care spending annually in the United
States.1,2 The number of people with these neurologic disorders is expected to increase,1,3 likely
resulting in increased health care spending.
Each year, US health care spending increases, putting additional pressure on the national economy
and individual consumers. According to estimates from the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services, the United States spent $2.7 trillion (17.9% of the gross domestic product [GDP]) on
health care in 2011.4 If the growth of health care expenditures is not curtailed, health care spending is
projected to constitute 25% of the GDP by 2025,5 according to the Congressional Budget Office.
The Institute of Medicine estimates that $750 billion was spent on wasted medical services, including
unnecessary services, inefficiently delivered services, and missed prevention opportunities,6 in 2009
alone. The rising cost of health care and wasteful spending often affect the consumer directly through
increased deductibles and copayments and indirectly through deductions from wages or lost wage
increases.7
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In response to wasteful practices, the American Board of Internal Medicine Foundation
(ABIMF), in a joint partnership with Consumer
Reports, has initiated a campaign to create a sincere, ongoing dialogue between physicians and
patients. The campaign, Choosing Wisely, encourages medical specialty societies to develop
lists of “Top Five Recommendations” detailing 5 procedures or examinations in their specialty that are overused or misused and may
contribute to health care waste.
The American Academy of Neurology (AAN)
joined the campaign in the second cohort, along
with 15 other medical specialty societies. The
AAN’s Top Five Recommendations are intended
to help patients choose care that is supported by
evidence of benefit and avoid non-evidencebased practices that lead to harm or are driven
primarily by reimbursement incentives rather
than medical necessity. The Top Five Recommendations are not intended to eliminate use of
these procedures or tests entirely but rather to
give patients and physicians full information to
engage in an honest discussion about when and
in whom these medications, tests, or procedures
may be more harmful than beneficial or simply
unnecessary.
METHODS The ABIMF allowed all participating medical specialty societies to create their Top Five lists independently, with a
few guidelines for selection (table 1).8 The AAN Practice Committee
Chair selected 10 AAN members with experience in evidence-based
medicine and practice guideline development from various neurologic
subspecialties (general neurology, vascular neurology, movement disorders, headache, epilepsy, multiple sclerosis, and neuromuscular) and
various practice settings (private practice, academic practice, and integrated managed care organizations) to serve on the Choosing Wisely
Working Group along with 4 AAN staff.
After initial meetings were held to discuss the process (figure 1), an
article outlining the AAN’s involvement was included in AANe-News,
a twice-monthly e-newsletter sent to all AAN members. The AAN
then sent an email to all US members inviting them to submit their
recommendations for consideration for the Top 5 list through the
AAN Web site. In total, 178 neurology-related submissions were
received in the 2-week time period.
Working Group members used an e-Consensus, modified Delphi process, mirroring the AAN’s guideline development process,

Table 1

to rank nominated recommendations by their judged potential benefit and harm.9 Based on this ranking and additional discussion, the
Working Group selected 11 finalist recommendations (table 2).
Working Group members subsequently developed rationales with
supporting evidence for each finalist recommendation. Working
Group members then evaluated each recommendation and its rationale
for adherence to the domains listed in figure e-1 on the Neurology®
Web site at www.neurology.org.9 At this stage, 4 candidate
recommendations were eliminated because fewer than 80% of
Working Group members judged the supporting rationales to
be strongly cogent.
The Working Group sent the remaining 7 candidate recommendations to relevant AAN sections and committees, specialty societies,
and patient advocacy organizations for review. Subsequently, the
Working Group authors incorporated changes from the external review
into the recommendations. Finally, the Working Group reviewed the
recommendations in final format and anonymously voted to establish
the AAN’s Top Five Choosing Wisely recommendations.
The initial voting process produced 5 recommendations, 4 dealing with headache-related issues, 2 of which were redundant with
existing recommendations from the first Choosing Wisely campaign.
The Working Group, in consultation with the AAN Board of Directors, decided to vote a second time in an effort to diversify the range of
neurologic issues in the recommendations to reflect the multiple diseases and disorders treated by neurologists. The Working Group
anonymously voted a second time, and the vote yielded a more diversified field of neurologic recommendations by adding the sixth and
seventh recommendations from the e-Consensus process. The headache recommendations not selected will be considered as recommendations for future Choosing Wisely lists. When the recommendations
were approved and finalized by the Working Group, the Top Five list
was sent to the AAN Practice Committee for approval and then to the
AAN Board of Directors. Both the Practice Committee and the Board
of Directors carefully reviewed the recommendations and voted to
approve the AAN’s Top Five Choosing Wisely recommendations
(table 3).
Choosing Wisely’s first cohort of medical specialty societies used
methods similar to the AAN’s process for selecting its Top Five
Recommendations. Almost every society that provided a methodology
explanation cites the use of either a Working Group or a Task Force
charged with overseeing the Choosing Wisely process within the society. These Working Groups usually contained members from society
committees on public policy, clinical practice, and quality. About half
of the first cohort of societies generated ideas for recommendations
from within the Working Group while the other half solicited ideas
from their membership. Societies that solicited ideas from their membership received fewer than 100 recommendation submissions; the
AAN’s 178 submissions should thus be considered above average.
RESULTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS Recommendation:
Don’t perform EEGs for headaches. Headache is the most

common pain disorder. Episodic migraine is as common
as asthma and diabetes.10 As part of the diagnostic evaluation, EEGs are sometimes performed in patients with

American Board of Internal Medicine Foundation Top Five selection criteria

1. The service is commonly performed
2. There is strong evidence that demonstrates the service offers no benefit to most patients or is in fact often harmful
3. The service, in aggregate, is expensive
4. Shifting to another option, or eliminating the service entirely, is within the control of the individual physicians (within the
specialty’s purview and control)
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Figure 1

AAN Choosing Wisely process flow chart

AAN 5 American Academy of Neurology; ABIMF 5 American Board of Internal Medicine Foundation.

headache. Patients with clinically diagnosed migraine have
high-frequency photic driving responses on EEG (the H
response) when compared with people without headaches
or patients meeting clinical criteria for nonmigraine headache disorders.11 Photic stimulation on routine EEGs is not
typically performed at the high frequencies (30 to 40 Hz)
1006
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necessary to identify an H response. In addition, the presence of an H response has no advantage over the clinical
reference standard in diagnosing headache disorders. A few
patients with headaches have features (e.g., abnormal neurologic examinations) that suggest the presence of a structural cause such as a mass lesion.12 Such patients need
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Table 2

American Academy of Neurology 11 finalist recommendations

1. Don’t perform imaging of the carotid arteries for simple faints
2. Don’t perform EEGs for headaches
3. Don’t perform epidural steroid injections to treat nonradicular low back pain
4. Don’t perform brain imaging studies for patients with a recurrent episode of a baseline primary headache disorder upon
presentation to the emergency department
5. Don’t perform imaging of the brain for nonacute primary headache disorders
6. Don’t prescribe interferon-b or glatiramer acetate to patients with disability from progressive forms of multiple sclerosis who
have not had a relapse within the past 3 years
7. Don’t use opioids or butalbital for treatment of migraine, except in rare circumstances
8. Don’t recommend lumbar fusion surgery for low back pain
9. Don’t recommend surgery for a narrowed carotid artery that has not caused symptoms unless the surgeon or proceduralist
has a documented complication rate of less than 3%
10. Don’t perform neuroimaging of a postictal patient with known recurring seizures if the patient is returning to neurologic
baseline in his or her customary time course for doing so
11. Don’t perform EMGs for back pain without symptoms or signs of radiculopathy

additional diagnostic tests to exclude a more serious
cause of headache. The sensitivity of the EEG to these
structural causes of headache is considerably less than
that of neuroimaging with CT or MRI.12 Therefore,
performing EEGs in patients with headache increases
cost without adding benefit. A normal EEG in a
patient with headache with features suggesting the
presence of a structural abnormality may provide a false
sense of security and delay performance of definitive
neuroimaging. In addition, the presence of incidental
EEG abnormalities (e.g., mild focal slowing or questionable epileptiform activity) in a patient with a primary headache disorder may prompt use of additional
unnecessary procedures or treatments.
Recommendation: Don’t perform imaging of the carotid
arteries for simple syncope without other neurologic
symptoms. Syncope is common, with a lifetime prev-

alence of 40%.13 Carotid imaging studies such as
carotid duplex are commonly performed in patients
presenting with syncope.14 When symptomatic,
occlusive carotid artery disease causes focal neurologic
symptoms and not syncope.15 In addition, studies
demonstrate that even elderly patients with syncope
are unlikely to have carotid occlusive disease.16 Therefore, performing carotid imaging studies in patients
with syncope increases cost without adding benefit.
Furthermore, carotid imaging may identify incidental
asymptomatic occlusive carotid artery disease that may
be inappropriately assumed to be the cause of the syncope. This can delay the identification of the true cause
of syncope and may subject the patient to additional
risk-associated procedures such as catheter angiography,
carotid endarterectomy (CEA), or carotid stenting.
Recommendation: Don’t use opioids or butalbital for
treatment of migraine, except as a last resort. Migraine

is the most frequent cause of headache seen in the

medical office, urgent care, or emergency department.
Almost all patients should receive migraine-specific
medications or nonopioid, nonbarbiturate analgesics
because these medications are the most effective
migraine treatments.12,17–21 However, many patients
continue to receive opioids or butalbital for migraine
treatment. Use of opioids and butalbital increases the
risk of medication overuse headache and chronic
migraine.22 The per capita cost of medication overuse
headache and chronic migraine is 3 times that of episodic migraine.23,24 When medical conditions such as
cardiovascular disease or pregnancy preclude use of
migraine-specific treatments, or when migraine-specific treatments fail, opioids are sometimes considered
for rescue therapy. In these circumstances, use should
be limited to 9 days per month or less to avoid medication overuse headache, and providers should continue to focus on preventive and behavioral aspects of
migraine care. In addition, long-term follow-up is
needed to prevent treatment complications.
Recommendation: Don’t prescribe interferon-b or glatiramer
acetate to patients with disability from progressive,
nonrelapsing forms of multiple sclerosis. Interferon-b

and glatiramer acetate reduce relapse rates in patients
with relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis (RRMS)
without significant disability at the time treatments
are initiated.25–27 Interferon-b has also been shown to
slow short-term, relapse-related disability progression
in this population.25,26 However, when disability is
established in patients with secondary progressive MS
(SPMS) or primary progressive MS (PPMS), interferon-b does not prevent the development of further,
permanent disability.28,29 Interferon-b has been shown
to reduce the risk of relapse and short-term, relapserelated disability from SPMS30 and therefore may be
appropriate in patients with continued relapse activity.
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Table 3

American Academy of Neurology’s Top Five Recommendations

1. Don’t perform EEGs for headaches.
EEG has no advantage over clinical evaluation in diagnosing headache. Recurrent headache is the most common pain problem, affecting 15% to 20% of people.
Source: Gronseth GS, Greenberg MK. The utility of the electroencephalogram in the evaluation of patients presenting with headache: a review of the literature.
Neurology 1995;45:1263–1267.
2. Don’t perform imaging of the carotid arteries for simple syncope without other neurologic symptoms.
Occlusive carotid artery disease does not cause fainting but rather causes focal neurologic deficits such as unilateral weakness. Fainting is a frequent symptom,
affecting 40% of people during their lifetime.
Sources: Strickberger SA, Benson DW, Biaggioni I, et al.; American Heart Association Councils on Clinical Cardiology, Cardiovascular Nursing, Cardiovascular
Disease in the Young, and Stroke; Quality of Care and Outcomes Research Interdisciplinary Working Group; American College of Cardiology Foundation; Heart
Rhythm Society; American Autonomic Society. AHA/ACCF Scientific Statement on the evaluation of syncope. Circulation 2006;113:316–327.
Moya A, Sutton R, Ammirati F, et al.; Task Force for the Diagnosis and Management of Syncope; European Society of Cardiology (ESC); European Heart Rhythm
Association (EHRA); Heart Failure Association (HFA); Heart Rhythm Society (HRS). Guidelines for the diagnosis and management of syncope (version 2009). Eur
Heart J 2009;30:2631–2671.
Rogers G, O’Flynn N. NICE guideline: transient loss of consciousness (blackouts) in adults and young people. Br J Gen Pract 2011;61:40–42.
3. Don’t use opioids or butalbital for treatment of migraine, except as a last resort.
Opioid and butalbital treatment for migraine should be avoided because more effective, migraine-specific treatments are available. Opioids and butalbital are
associated with medication overuse headache. Opioids should be reserved for those with medical conditions precluding use of migraine-specific treatments or for
those who fail these treatments. These medications should be used 9 days a month or less. In addition, preventive treatments and attention to lifestyle factors are an
important part of migraine care.
Sources: Silberstein SD. Practice parameter: evidence-based guidelines for migraine headache (an evidence-based review): report of the Quality Standards
Subcommittee of the American Academy of Neurology. Neurology 2000;55:754–762.
Evers S, Afra J, Frese A, et al.; European Federation of Neurological Societies. EFNS guideline on the drug treatment of migraine: revised report of an EFNS task
force. Eur J Neurol 2009;16:968–981.
Institute for Clinical Systems Improvement. Health care guideline: diagnosis and treatment of headache, 10th edition. Published January 2011. Available at: https://
www.icsi.org/_asset/jhzzv6/Headache-Interactive0111.pdf. Accessed July 24, 2012.
4. Don’t prescribe interferon-b or glatiramer acetate to patients with disability from progressive, nonrelapsing forms of multiple sclerosis.
Interferon-b and glatiramer acetate do not prevent the development of permanent disability in progressive forms of multiple sclerosis. These medications increase
costs and have frequent side effects that may adversely affect quality of life.
Sources: Rice GP, Incorvaia B, Munari L, et al. Interferon in relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis. Cochrane Database Syst Rev 2001;4:CD002002.
La Mantia L, Munari LM, Lovati R. Glatiramer acetate for multiple sclerosis. Cochrane Database Syst Rev 2010;5:CD004678.
La Mantia L, Vacchi L, Di Pietrantonj C, et al. Interferon beta for secondary progressive multiple sclerosis. Cochrane Database Syst Rev 2012;1:CD005181.
Rojas JI, Romano M, Ciapponi A, Patrucco L, Cristiano E. Interferon beta for primary progressive multiple sclerosis. Cochrane Database Syst Rev 2009;1:CD006643.
5. Don’t recommend carotid endarterectomy for asymptomatic carotid stenosis unless the complication rate is low (<3%).
Surgery to repair a narrowed carotid artery that has not caused symptoms reduces the possibility of stroke slightly; however, this benefit is only seen in situations
with a documented combined surgical and angiographic complication rate of less than 3%.
Sources: Moore WS, Barnett HJ, Beebe HG, et al. Guidelines for carotid endarterectomy: a multidisciplinary consensus statement from the ad hoc committee,
American Heart Association. Stroke 1995;26:188–201.
Chaturvedi S, Bruno A, Feasby T, et al.; Therapeutics and Technology Subcommittee of the American Academy of Neurology. Carotid endarterectomy: an evidencebased review: report of the Therapeutics and Technology Assessment Subcommittee of the American Academy of Neurology. Neurology 2005;65:794–801.

Relapse frequency diminishes over time in patients
with relapsing-onset MS, particularly when they
enter the secondary progressive phase of the disease.
Superimposed relapses in progressive forms of MS do
not significantly influence the progression of irreversible disability.30 Glatiramer acetate has not been shown
to slow even short-term disability progression in RRMS
or PPMS.26,31,32 While no randomized, controlled trials
have been conducted in SPMS, it is logical to extend the
findings from the RRMS and PPMS trials. Interferon-b
and glatiramer acetate are self-injection medications that
are frequently poorly tolerated.25,26,28 Interferon-b often
causes worsening of underlying spasticity, flu-like symptoms, injection site reactions, and, less often, depression.25,29 Glatiramer acetate often causes injection site
reactions, transient flushing, chest tightness, sweating,
palpitations, anxiety or a combination of these symptoms.26 Both interferon-b and glatiramer acetate are
very expensive and can place a financial burden on
patients and their families. Prescribing these medications to patients with disability from progressive
MS who have not had recent relapses increases cost
without adding benefit and frequently causes side
1008
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effects that may adversely affect the patient’s quality
of life.
Recommendation: Don’t recommend CEA for asymptomatic
carotid stenosis unless the complication rate is low (<3%).

Based on studies reporting an upfront surgical complication rate ranging from 2.3%33 to 3.1%34 among patients
undergoing CEA for asymptomatic stenosis of .60%,
and an absolute risk reduction for stroke or death of
roughly 5% to 6% in the surgical group at 5 years, several medical specialty societies35–38 have recommended
that surgery for asymptomatic patients be reserved for
those with a perioperative complication risk of ,3%
and a life expectancy of greater than 3 to 5 years.
Although recent studies have reported lower stroke rates
with improvements in both surgical36 and medical management,39 no recent randomized trials have compared
these treatments. Therefore, the most recent American
Heart Association guidelines35 state that it is “reasonable” to perform CEA for asymptomatic patients
with .70% stenosis if the surgical complication rate
is “low.” Reported complication rates vary widely by
location40 and are dependent on how complications
are tracked.e1 Despite calls for rigorous monitoring
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15 years ago,e2 most patients will likely need to rely
on the surgeon’s self-reported rates.
DISCUSSION The AAN’s Top Five Recommendations were designed to meet the principal objective of
the Choosing Wisely campaign—reducing wasteful
health care spending. The AAN has not yet determined its exact strategy for Choosing Wisely going
forward, although it does expect to produce another
Top Five list within the next 2 years.
The AAN’s Top Five Recommendations encompass different types of wasteful spending over which
neurologists have control. These include non-evidence-based practices that cause more harm than
good and thereby incur additional health care expenditures (opiates for migraines and CEA for asymptomatic stenosis); procedures that are done primarily for
reimbursement rather than medical necessity (EEGs
for headaches and carotid ultrasound for syncope);
and prescribing extremely expensive medications that
are ineffective (interferon-b and glatiramer acetate for
progressive, nonrelapsing forms of MS).
Although price estimates are available (;$300 per
routine EEG; ;$250 per carotid Doppler; $15,000
per uncomplicated CEA; more than $40,000/person/
year for interferon-b or glatiramer acetate; and $7,540
additional cost to employers for medication overuse
headache/person/year),e3 precise estimates of how
often these unnecessary tests/procedures/medications
are performed or prescribed in the United States are
limited. Based on internal Kaiser Permanente estimates, 10% to 15% of patients with MS have progressive, nonrelapsing disease and are treated with one
of these medications. Generalized to the ;400,000
Americans with MS, reducing this practice could
result in potential savings of $1.6 to $2.4 billion
annually. Reducing the estimated 1.4% prevalence
of medication overuse headachee4 by 50% could save
approximately $15 billion annually in health care
costs and lost productivity.e3 However, these estimates
are not precise. An important part of the Choosing
Wisely implementation process will be to conduct
pre- and post–Choosing Wisely analyses across a variety of delivery systems to obtain more precise information and measure the potential for cost savings.
The first cohort of Choosing Wisely societies
made an important impact on the landscape of
high-value medicine. By participating in the second
cohort, the AAN intends to have a similar impact.
According to correspondence with Consumer Reports,
more than 57 million people have learned about
Choosing Wisely and read the first cohort’s Top Five
Recommendations. There have been several publications in major medical journals about the Choosing
Wisely recommendations and the campaign has garnered significant national media attention.e5

The AAN’s involvement in Choosing Wisely does
not end with the publication of its Top Five Recommendations. There will be future opportunities for the
AAN to update the current list and develop additional
neurologic recommendations. An important goal will
be helping physicians communicate with their patients.
This is particularly true for identifying alternatives for
migraines, which in some instances may be preventive
medications such as topiramate or nortriptyline or, in
acute settings, dihydroergotamine. For patients with
progressive, nonrelapsing MS, no disease-modifying
alternatives have demonstrated unequivocal efficacy.
However, optimizing symptomatic treatments for
underlying fatigue, depression, pain, and bladder dysfunction can improve functional status and quality of
life and is often overlooked in these patients.
It is also important to note the limitations of the
Choosing Wisely campaign. There are no studies that
detail how much wasteful spending and patient harm
can be prevented by following the Choosing Wisely
recommendations. Ideally, recommendations would
be chosen using a more scientific approach that incorporates this type of information. Additionally, for
some suggestions by AAN members, there are simply
not enough studies to support or refute the practice.
The neurology literature is also lacking in other basic
health services studies such as what drives these nonevidence-based practices in the first place. This makes
it difficult to discern whether these recommendations
will have any impact on reducing wasteful health care
spending or could have unintended consequences
such as changing the cited indication for ordering
the tests/medications/procedures. Physician implementation of the recommendations will certainly be
a challenge. The AAN’s Choosing Wisely process
could be improved by higher levels of physician participation in the recommendation submission phase.
Moving forward, the AAN’s goal is to develop successful implementation strategies for its first Top Five
list and to obtain accurate estimates of how much
wasteful spending and patient harm can be prevented
if these or future recommendations are followed. Approaches to develop successful implementation strategies include comparative systems studies to identify
factors that dictate when wasteful spending practices
are more or less likely and studies that identify barriers
and potential solutions to these and other wasteful
spending practices. Measuring the impact of these
recommendations on health care expenditures will
not only gauge the success or failure of different implementation strategies but will also help improve the
selection process for future lists. The AAN can facilitate many of these efforts by organizing physician and
patient focus groups, helping investigators identify
sources of comparative systems data, and developing
interactive modules for health care providers to learn
Neurology 81
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how to communicate effectively with patients to promote best care practices and value-based medicine.
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